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Abstract
This paper documents the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME), a general-purpose program for
studying analogical processing. It provides a comprehensive description of the program and
instructions for using it, including techniques for integrating it into larger systems. One section
demonstrates methods for configuring SM to a variety of mapping preferences and suggests the
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Introduction

i1

The Structure-Mapping Engine (SME) is a general tool for performing various types of analogical
mappings. SME was originally developed to simulate Gentner's Structure-Mappingtheory of analogy [12,13,14]. It was hoped that the developed system would also be able to model the other
types of similarity comparisons sanctioned by Gentner's theory, such as literal similarity and mere
appearance. What ended up being developed 'was an extremely flexible and efficient system. Most
theoretical assumptions are left out of the program and are supplied through match rules. Thus,
while SME was originally designed to simulate the comparisons of structure-mapping theory, it may
simulate many others as well. Given a set of theoretical restrictions on what constitutes a reasonable analogical mapping, one may implement these restrictions in the form of rules and use SME to
interactively test their consequences. This report is intended to make that task easier.
This paper is designed for those interested in using SME for studying analogical processing,
testing alternate theories, or as the mapping component in a larger system. It describes the options
and user support provided in SME, how to use it for testing theories, and how to integrate it with
other programs. For a discussion of the theory behind SME, the general algorithm, and descriptions
of the program in operation, one should consult (8,9] prior to reading this manual. Descriptions of
the use of SME in various research projects may be found in [4,5,6,7,13,15,23], while descriptions of
Gentner's Structure-Mapping theory appear in [11,12,13,14,10,9].
1.1

Conventions

3Throughout

this guide, a few conventions will be used which should be explained at this time.

1. CommonLisp Packages. The SME system resides in its own package, SME, which is defined to
use CommonLisp. As a result, any reference to an SME function or variable must specify the
SME package, as in the function sme :define-predic ate. To simplify the discussion, we will

omit the package prefix when describing ME functions, macros, and variabes. In addition,

while the SME routines reside in the SME package, the structures it manipulates reside in the
general USER package.
2. The declarative interface. In general, the routines used to present data items to SME, such as
predicate definitions and concept descriptions, appear in two, functionally-equivalent forms.
These two types have a naming convention associated with each. The most common type is
the declarative or macro interface. The declarative routines do not evaluate their arguments
and match the syntactic form def routine-name. For example, to define the entity sun declaratively, one writes (defEntity sun). The second type is the functional interface, which is
present to support declarations by external programs. These routines evaluate their arguments and match the syntactic form define-routine-name. For example, to define the entity
sun functionally, one writes (def ine-entity 'sun).

5

1.2

File Organization

SME is contained within the following twelve files:

3

3

config.]lsp The declarations for site specific parameters.
defs.l1sp The basic structure definitions and macros used throughout SHE.
bits.lisp Routines for creating and manipulating bit vectors.
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bzns.lisp The belief-maintenance system (BMS) - a probabilistic TMS.
bms-tre.lisp The rule system and problem-solver front end for the BMS.
sme.lisp The SME top-level routines, such as initialization, defining facts about a concept, and
fetching and storing facts and concept descriptions.
match.isp The SME mapping algorithm.
match-rules-support.lisp A few functions useful for writing SME match rules.
display.lisp Machine independent output routines.
windowing.lisp Symbolics dependent interface routines.
batch.lisp Routines to enable execution in batch mode with a final report generated.
generalize.lisp Inductive generalization support.

2

System Review

The Structure-Mapping Engine can simulate a class of structural approaches to analogical mapping. In these approaches, there is a distinct stage of matching and carryover of predicates from
one domain (the base) into another (the target) within the larger analogy process. Furthermore,
although there are a number of differences, there is widespread agreement among these techniques
on one fundamental restriction [1,2,16,19,20,21,22,25]:
1. Structural consistency. If a final analogical mapping includes a predicate in the base paired
with a predicate in the target, then it must also include corresponding pairings between
each of their arguments. This criterion simply asserts that an analogical mapping must not
produce syntactically meaningless predicate calculus forms.
In SME, this restriction was enforced by the requirement of simulating Structure-Mapping theory;
its impact on the algorithm is described in [9]. However, this restriction is only part of that theory
and alone does not uniquely define a matching algorithm. Additional theoretical restrictions must
be supplied through match rules. This enables SHE to be used in exploring the space of theories
consistent with this single criterion. An additional restriction is enforced by default:
* One-to-one mapping: No base item (predicate or object) may be paired with multiple
target items. Likewise, no target item may be paired with multiple base items.
Enforcement of the one-to-one restriction is a global parameter which may be disabled. Support
is provided to implement variations of one-to-one within the match rules.
Match rules specify what pairwise matches are possible and provide local measures of evidence
used in computing the evaluation score. These rules are the key to SME's flexibility. To build a new
matcher one simply loads a new set of match rules. This has several important advantages. First,
we can simulate all of the types of comparisons sanctioned by Structure-Mapping theory with one
program. Second, the rules could in theory be "tuned" if needed to simulate particular kinds of
human performance. Third, a variety of other analogical mapping systems may be simulated for
comparison and theoretical investigation. The breadth of the space of these structural approaches
is suggested by the examples in Section 4.
In this section, the SHE matching algorithm is briefly reviewed, followed by a short discussion
of how theoretical guidelines may be added to the general mechanism. It is a summary of the
algorithm description appearing in [91, annotated with the SME functions that carry out each step.
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WATER-FLOW
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GREATER

FLOW(beaker,vialwater, pipe)

HEAT-FLOW

GREATER
TEMPERATURE(coffee)

PRESSURE (beaker)

TEMPERATURE (ice-cube)

PRESSURE(vial)
GREATER

FLOW(coffee, ice-cube, heat, bar)

LIQUID(water)
DIAMETER (beaker) DIAMETER (vial)

FLAT-TOP(coffe)

FLAT-TOP (water)

I

I

LIOUID(coffee)

Figure 1: Simplified water flow and heat flow descriptions.

2.1

Algorithm Review

Given descriptions of a base and a target (called Dgroups), SNE builds all structurally consistent
interpretations of the comparison between them. Each interpretation of the match is called a global
mapping, or Gmap. Gmaps consist of three parts:
1. Correspondences: A set of pairwise matches between the expressions and entities of the two
dgroups.
2. Candidate Inferences: A set of new expressions which the comparison suggests holds in the

1

target dgroup.
3.
Structural Evaluation Score: (Called SES for brevity) A numerical estimate of match quality.
For example, given the descriptions of water flow and heat flow shown in Figure 1, SME might,
depending on the current theoretical configuration, offer several alternative interpretations for this
potential analogy. In one interpretation, the central inference is that water flowing from the beaker
to the vial corresponds to heat flowing from the coffee to the ice cube. Alternatively, one could
map water to coffee, since they are both liquids.
The SME algorithm (see Figure 2) is logically divided into four stages:
1. Local match construction: Finds all pairs of (Baseltem, TargetItem) that potentially can
match. A Match Hypothesis is created for each such pair to represent the possibility that this
local match is part of a global match.
2. Gmap construction: Combines the local matches into maximal consistent collections of correspondences.

3. Candidate inference construction: Derives the inferences suggested by each Gmap.
4. Match Evaluation: Attaches evidence to each local match and uses this evidence to compute
structural evaluation scores for each Gmap.

I
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* Run MHC rules to construct match hypotheses (create-match-hypotheses).
" Calculate the Conflicting set for each match hypothesis (calculate-nogoods).

* Calculate the Eaps and NoGood sets for each match hypothesis by upward
propagation from entity mappings (generate-justifications and

propagate-descendants).
" During the propagation, delete any match hypotheses that have justification holes

(propagate-death).
" Merge match hypotheses into Gmaps (generate-pmaps).
1. Interconnected and consistent (generate-structure-groups).

2. Consistent members of same base structure (merge-base).
3. Any further consistent combinations (full-gmap-merge).
" Calculate the candidate inferences for each GMap (gather-inferences).
" Score the matches (run-rules).

1. Local match scores.
2. Global structural evaluation scores.

Figure 2: Summary of SME algorithm.

Each computation will now be reviewed, using a simple example to illustrate their operation. In
this example, the rules of structure-mapping theory are in use. It is important to distinguish the
general SME system from its behavior when using the rules of a particular theory. Hence, when
using the rules of structure-mapping theory, it will be called SMESWT.
2.1.1

Step 1: Local match construction (create-match-hypotheses)

SME begins by finding for each entity and predicate in the base the set of entities or predicates in
the target that could plausibly match that item (see Figure 3). Plausibility is determined by match
constructorrules, which are of the form:
(MHCrale ((Trigger) (BaseVariable) (TargetVariable)

/:test (TestForm)])
(Body))
The body of these rules is run on each pair of items (one from the base and one from the target)
that satisfy the condition and installs a match hypotheis which represents the possibility of them
matching. For example, to state that an expression in the base may match an expression in the
target whose functor is identical, we write:
(MHC-rule (:filter ?b ?t :test (equal (expression-functor ?b)
(expression-functor ?t)))
(install-MH ?b ?t))
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\CH between entities (Erap)

II

Figure 3: Local Match Construction. The water flow and heat flow descriptions of Figure 1 have
been drawn in the abstract and placed to the left and right, respectively. The objects in the middle
depict match hypotheses.

The likelyhood of each match hypothesis is found by running match evidence rules and combining their results. The evidence rules provide support for a match hypothesis by examining the
structural and syntactic properties of the items matched. For example, the rule
(MEErule ((:intern (MH 7b ?t) :test (and (expression? ?b) (expression? ?t)
(eq (expression-functor ?b)

5

I

I

(expression-functor ?t)))))

(assert! (implies same-functor (MH ?b ?t) (0.5

.

0.0))))

states "Ifthe two items are expressions and their functors are the same, then supply 0.5 evidence
in favor of the match hypothesis.3 The rules may also examine match hypotheses associated with
the arguments of these items to provide support based on systematicity. This causes evidence for
a match hypothesis to increase with the amount of higher-order structure supporting it.
The state of the match between the water flow and heat flow descriptions of Figure 1 after
running these first two sets of rules is shown in Figure 4. There are several important things to
notice in this figure. First, there can be more than one match hypothesis involving any particular
base or target item. Second, our rules required predicates to match identically while they allowed
entities to match on the basis of their roles in the predicate structure. Thus while TEMPERATURE
can match either PRESSURE or DIAMETER, IMPLIES cannot match anything but IMPLIES. Third, not
every possible correspondence is created. Local matches between entities are only created when
justified by some other identity. This significantly constrains the number of possible matches in
the typical case.

6
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MH-i12
8: Fat-top-4
T: FRat-top-6

MH- 13
8: Liquid-3
T: Liquid-5

MH-14
8: water
T: coffee

M14-9
B: Wflow
T: H-flow
MH-10
8: water
T: heat

M14-6
B: >Diameter
T:. .>Temperature

MN-i
B: >Pressure
T: >Temperature
MN-2
B. Pressure-beaker
T: Temp-coff ee

M-il1
B: pipe
T: bar

MH-3
B: Pressure-vial
T: Temp-Ice-cube

MH-4
8: beaker
T: coffee

MH-8
MH--7
B: Diameter-i
B: Dlameter-2
T: Temp-coffee T: remp--ice-cube

MN-5
8: vial
T: ice-cube

Figure 4: Water Flow / Heat Flow Analogy After Local Match Construction. Here we show
the graph of match hypotheses depicted schematically in Figure 3, augmented by links indicating
expression-to-arguments relationships. Match hypotheses which are not descended from others are
called roots (e.g., the matches between the GUATU predicates, NHS-i and MH-8, and the match for
the predicate FLOW, 111-9). Match hypotheses between entities are called Emezpe (e.g., the match
between beaker and coffee, M0-4). Emaps play an important role in algorithms based on structural
consistency.

I
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5
(a)
-

-!

(b)

1

(c)

MH between predi .tes
~f
H between entities (Emap)

Figure 5: Water Flow - Heat Flow analogy after computation of Conflicting relationships. Simple

lines show the tree-like graph that the grounding criteria imposes upon match hypotheses. Lines
with circular endpoints indicate the Conflictingrelationships between matches. Some of the original
lines from MH construction have been left in to show the source of a few Conflicting relations.

I

3

1
3

I

-

A

- M
-

predicates
between entities (Emap)

X between

Figure 6: GMap Construction. (a) Merge step I: Interconnected and consistent. (b) Merge step
2: Consistent members of the same base structure. (c) Merge step 3: Any further consistent
combinations.
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Step 2: Global Match Construction

The second step in the SnE algorithm combines local match hypotheses into collections of global
matches (Gmaps). Intuitively, each global match is the largest possible set of match hypotheses
that depend on the same one to one object correspondences.
More formally, Gmaps consist of max-imal, structurally consistent collections of match hypotheses. A collection of match hypotheses is structurally consistent if it satisfies two criteria:
1. One-to-one: No two match hypotheses assign the same base item to multiple target items or
any target item to multiple base items.
2. Support: If a match hypothesis MH is in the collection, then so are the match hypotheses which
pair up all of the arguments of MH's base and target items.
The preservation criteria enforces strict one to one mappings. The grounding criteria preserves
connected predicate structure. A collection is maximal if adding any additional match hypothesis
would render the collection structurally inconsistent.
The formation of global matches is composed of two primary stages:
1. Compute consistency relationships (calculate-nogoods): Here we generate for each match
hypothesis the sets of entity mappings it entails, what match hypotheses it locally conflicts
with, and which match hypotheses it is structurally inconsistent with. This information
simplifies the detection of contradictory sets of match hypotheses, a critical operation in the
rest of the algorithm. The result of this stage of processing appears in Figure 5.
2. Merge match hypotheses (generate-gmaps): Compute Gmaps by successively combining
match hypotheses as follows:
(a) Form initial combinations (generate-structure-groups): Combine interconnected
and consistent match hypotheses into an initial set of Gmaps (Figure 6a).
(b) Combine dependent Gmaps (merge-base): Since base and target dgroups are rarely
isomorphic, some Gmaps in the initial set will overlap in ways that allow them to be
merged. The advantage in merging them is that the new combination may provide
structural support for candidate inferences (Figure 6b).
(c) Combine independent collections (full-gmap-merge) . The results of the previous step
are next combined to form maximal consistent collections (Figure 6c).
A parameter option allows the support criterion to be weakened so that it does not cross the
boundaries of a relationalgroup [7]. A relational group is distinguished as an unordered collection
of relational structures that may be collectively referred to as a unit. They correspond to the
abstract notion of a "set" and are associated to predicates taking any number of arguments. For
example, a set of relations joined by the predicate AMD defines a relational group. Other examples
include the axioms of a theory, a decomposable compound object, or the relations holding over an
interval of time. Intuitively, we would like to say that two groups correspond without requiring
that their contents are exhaustively mapped.
If base and target propositions each contain a group as an argument, the propositions should not
be prevented from matching if the groups' members cannot be exhaustively paired. For example,
the set of relations
'These two merge steps (b and c) are called by merge-paps, which is in turn called by generate-paps.

9
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B:

Implies [And(Pl,P2 oP3) - P43

T:

Implies[And(Pl.P'),

(I)

P']

should match better than the set of relations

B:

Implies [And(PI, P2 P). P4

(2)

The original model of structural consistency would score (1) and (2) equally, since the Implies
relations of (1) would not be allowed to match. This is a particularly important consideration
when matching sequential, state-based descriptions (e.g., the behavior of a system through time).
The set of relations describing a pair of states often do not exhaustively match or are of different
cardinality. Yet, higher-order relations over states, such as temporal orderings, are vital and must
appear in the mapping.
2.1.3

Step 3: Compute Candidate Inferences (gather-Inferences)

Associated with each Gmap is a (possibly empty) set of candidate inferences. Candidate inferences.
are base predicates that would fill in structure which is not in the Gmap (and hence not already
in the target). If a candidate inference contains a base entity that has no corresponding target
entity (i.e., the base entity is not part of any match hypothesis for that gmap), SME introduces a
new, hypothetical entity into the target. Such entities are represented as a skolem function of the
original base entity (i.e., (: skolem base-entity)).
In Figure 7, Gmap #1 has the top level CAUSE predicate as its sole candidate inference. In
other words, this Gmap suggests that the cause of the flow in the heat dgroup is the difference in
temperatures. If the FLOW predicate was not present in the target, then the candidate inferences
for a Gmap corresponding to the pressure inequality would be both CAUSE and FLOW. Note that
GREATER-TEHN[DIA ETER(coffee), DIAMETE(ice cube)] is not a valid candidate inference for
the first Gmap because it does not intersect the existing Gmap structure.

I

2.1.4

3

Typically a particular pair of base and target will give rise to several Gmaps, each representing a
different interpretation of the match. Often it is desired to select only a single Gmap, for example
to represent the best interpretation of an analogy. Many of these evaluation criteria (including
validity, usefulness, and so forth) lie outside the province of Structure-Mapping, and rely heavily
on the domain and application. However, one important component of evaluation is 8tructeraifor example, one Gmap may be considered a better analogy than another if it embodies a more
systematic match. SE provides a programmable mechanism for computing a stctural eealuation
score (SES) for each Gmap. This score can be used to rank-order the Gmaps in selecting the
"best" analogy, or as a factor in a more complex (but external) evaluation procedure. In SHEsMT,
the structural evaluation score is currently computed by simply adding the belief of each local
match hypothesis to the belief of the Gmaps it is a member of.
Returning to Figure 7, note that the "strongest" interpretation (i.e., the one which has the highest structural evaluation score) is the one we would intuitively expect. In other words, beaker maps
to coffee, vial maps to ice-cube, water maps to heat, pipe maps to bar, and PRESSURE maps
to TEMPERATURE. Furthermore, we have the candidate inference that the temperature difference is
what causes the flow.

,

Step 4: Compute Structural Evaluation Scores (run-rules)

10
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Number of Match Hypotheses: 14

Rule File: literal-similarity.rules
Gmap #1: { (>PRESSURE >TEMPERATURE)

(PRESSURE-VIAL

(PRESSURE-BEAKER TEMP-COFFEE)

TEMP-ICE-CUBE)

(WLOW

EFLW) )}

Emaps: { (beaker coffee) (vial ice-cube) (water heat)
Weight: 5.99
Candidate Inferences: (CAUSE >TEMPERATURE HFLOW)
Gmap #2: ( (>DIAMETER

(DIAMETER-2

>TEMPERATURE)

(pipe bar) }

(DIAMETER-1 TEMP-COFFEE)

TEMP-ICE-CUBE) }

Emaps: { (beaker coffee) (vial ice-cube) }
Weight: 3.94
Candidate Inferences: { }
Gmap #3: ( (LIQUID-3 LIQUID-5)
Emaps: { (water coffee) }
Weight: 2.44
Candidate Inferences: { }

(FLAT-TOP-4

FLAT-TOP-6) }

Figure 7: Complete SME interpretation of Water Flow - Heat Flow Analogy.

2.2

Adding Theoretical Constraints

Given the general program, we may then add theoretical constraints in the form of rules. For
instance, the example just presented used the literal similarity rules of structure-mapping theory. These rules augment SME's one-to-one mapping and structural consistency criteria with two
additional restrictions. First, evidence is computed according to aystematicity, that is, highly interconnected systems of relations are preferred over independent facts. Second, only identical relations
are allowed to match (i.e., CAUSE is not allowed to match GREATER-THA). Had another set of rules
been used, the results might have been substantially different. For example, the mere appearance
rules of structure-mapping theory would have determined that the water to coffee mapping was
the best, due to their superficial similarity.

3

Declarations

The descriptions given to SME are constructed from a user-defined vocabulary of entities and predicates. This section discusses the conventions for defining languages for SNE's use.
3.1

Declaring Predicates

defPredicate name argument-declarations predicate-class
kkey : expression-type logical-type
:commutative? {t I nil}

:n-ary?

[Macro]

{t I nil}

:documentation descriptive-string
:eval procedural-attachment )
define-predicate name argument-declarationspredicate-clas8...

[Function]

I
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predicate-class is either function, attribute, or relation, according to what kind of predicate
name is. The argument-declarationsallows the arguments to be named and typed. For example,

the declaration:

5(defPredicate

CAUSE ((antecedent event) (consequent event)) relation)

states that CAUSE is a two-place relational predicate. Its arguments are called antecedent and
consequent, both of type event. The names and types of arguments are for the convenience of the
representation builder and any external routines (including the match rules), and are not currently
used by SME internally. Likewise, the predicate class may be very important to the theoretical
constraints imposed in the rules, but is ignored by SHE internally.
optional declaration : expression-type indicates the logical type of an expression headed
by the given predicate. For example, the predicate throw may represent a kind of action, while
the predicate mass may represent an extensive-quantity.
The optional declarations : commutative? and :n-ary? provide SME with important syntactic
information. :commutative? indicates that the predicate is commutative, and thus the order of
arguments is unimportant when matching. :n-ary? indicates that the predicate can take any
of arguments. Examples of commutative nary predicates include AND, SUM, and SET.
The :documentation option allows one to attach a descriptive string to a predicate. This
documentation may then be accessed through the lisp machine supplied interface (C-Shiit-D) or
some externally written routine. If no documentation is supplied, the list of argument names is
used. Another option provided strictly for potential user routines is the optional : eval parameter.
This allows one to declare a procedural attachment for a predicate.

5The
5number
I

Declaring Entities
defEatity name kkey type constant?
def ine-Entity name kkey type constant?
3.2

[Macro]
[Function]

Entities are logical individuals, i.e., the objects and constants of a domain. Typical entities
include physical objects, their temperature, and the substance they are made of. Primitive entities are declared with the defEntity form (a non-primitive entity would be (temperature sun),
which is a functional form representing a particular numeric temperature entity). Primitive entities
declared in this way represent global entity types, that is, they represent a class of entities rather
than an actual instance of an entity. When an entity type is actually used in a domain description,
a unique entity instance is created for that type (e.g., Mary is translated to Mary43).
Since the language is typed, each entity type can be declared as a subtype of an existing type
using the :type option. For example, we might have
(defEntity star :type Inanimate)
(defEntity Sun :type star)

3by

to say that stars are inanimate objects, and our Sun is a particular star. Constants are declared
using the :constant? option, as in
(defEntity zero :type number :constant? t)

I

3.

I

defDeucription description-name
entities
(entity1 , entity.-.... entitpj)
expressions (expression-declarationa)

I

Declaring Description Groups
[Macro]
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[Function]

For simplicity, predicate instances and compound terms are called expressions. A Description
Group, or Dgroup, is a collection of primitive entities and expressions concerning them. Dgroups
are defined with the defDescription form, where expression-declarationetake the form
expression or
(expression :name expression-name)

For example, the description of water flow depicted in Figure 1 was given to SWE as
(defDescription simple-water-flow
entities (water beaker vial pipe)
expressions (((flow beaker vial water pipe) :name wflow)
((pressure beaker) :name pressure-beaker)
((pressure vial) :name pressure-vial)
((greater pressure-beaker pressure-vial) :name >pressure)
((greater (diameter beaker) (diameter vial)) :name >d.ameter)
((cause >pressure wflow) :name cause-flow)
(flat-top water)
(liquid water)))
All entities must have been previously defined and every entity referred to in the Dgroup's expressions must appear in the entities list of the defDescription.
3.4

Adding new expressions

expression form dgroup-name &key expression-name update-structure?

[Function

Expressions are normally defined as a side effect of creating a description group (Dgroup).
However, the facility is provided for dynamically adding new expressions to a Dgroup. The syntax
is essentially the same as for expressions declared within a defDescription. The expression's form
may refer to the names of existing Dgroup expressions and the form may be given a name. When
expression is used to add expressions to an existing Dgroup, the update-structure? keyword
must be invoked with a non-nil (e.g., T) value. This keyword indicates that the Dgroup's structure
must be reexamined, since the known structural roots will change as a result of this new expression.
3.5

Typed Logic

A mechanism exists for attaching types to predicates and their arguments (see defPredicate). This
facility is designed to constrain the operation of SME, particularly candidate inference generation.
However, it has not been extensively used to date. The ability to attach types may be usefrl for
consistency checking by external systems.

4

Using the rule system

The rale system is the heart of SME's flexibility. It allows one to specify what types of things might
match and how strongly these matches should be believed. This section describes the required
syntax for a rule set and different strategies for rule specification.

I
L
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Rule file syntax

A rule set, or rule file, consists of a declaration,a set of match constructorrules, and a set of match
evidence rules. In order to describe each, we will examine thesyntax and functionality of each part
of the amt-analogy rule file.
4.1.1

File declarations

sne-rules-file identification-atring

[Function

Each rule file must begin with the initialization command sme-rles-file. This function
clears the rule system in preparation for a new set of rules (rules are cached for efficiency) and
stores the name of the rule set for output identification purposes. For example, our sample rules
2
file begins with:
(sme-rules-file "sat-analogy.rules*)

5

IThe

rule file must then end with the tre-save-rules command:
tre-save-rules

1
£

3

4.1.2

[Function]

Match Constructor rules

MHC-rule (trigger ?baae-variable ?target-variable

[Macro]

[: test test-form])
body
nstall-if

base-item target-item

[Function]

SNE begins by finding for each entity and predicate in the base the set of entities or predicates
in the target that could plausibly match that item. Plausibility is determined by match constructor
rules, which are responsible for installing all match hypotheses processed by SNM. There are two
types of constructor rules, each indicated by a different value for trigger. The first type of rule is
indicated by a :filter trigger. These rules are applied to each pair of base and target expressions,
executing the code in body. If the :test option is used, teat-form must return true for the body
to be run. For example, the following rule states that an expression in the base may match an
expression in the target whose functor is identical, unless they are attributes (a structure-mapping
analogy criterion):
(MHC-rule (:filter 7b ?t :test (and (eq (expression-fuictar ?b)

(expretsion-functr ?t))
(not (attribute? (expresicon-functor ?b)))))

(install-MH ?b t))
The second type of MHC rule is indicated by a trigger of : intern. These rules are run on each
match hypothesis as it is created. Typically they create match hypotheses between any functions
or entities that are the arguments of the expressions joined by the match hypothesis that triggered
the rule. The following is one of two that appear in smt-analogy.rules:

I

'Notlce the fie extension *rules. While rule files are not required to end in .'rle?,
all user interface facilities for
simplifying the loading of rule fies depend upon this extension. Another useful point Is that rule les e typically
defined to be in the SIM package to avoid having to use sue: throughout the rule set.
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(MHC-rule (:intern ?b ?t :test (and (expression? ?b) (expression? ?t)
(not (commutative? (expression-functor ?b)))
(not (commutative? (expression-functor ?t)))))
(do ((bchildren (expression-arguments ?b) (cdr bchildren))
(tchildren (expression-arguments ?t) (cdr tchildren)))
((or (null bchildren) (null tchildren)))

(cond ((and (entity? (first bchildren)) (entity? (first tchildren)))
(install-ME (first bchildren) (first tchildren)))
((and (function? (expression-functor (first bchildren)))
(function? (expression-functor (first tchildren))))
(install-ME (first bchildren) (first tchildren)))
((and (attribute? (expression-functor (first bchildren)))
(eq (expression-functor (first bchildren))
(expression-functor (first tchildren))))
(install-E (first bchildren) (first tchildren))))))

Notice that the third test allows identical attributes to match, whereas the previous MHC rule
did not allow such matches. This design does not allow isolated attributes to match, but recognizes
that attributes appearing in a larger overall structure should be matched.

4.1.3

Match Evidence rules
[Macro]

rule nested-triggera body

[Macro]
[Function]
[Macro]

rassert I expresion koptional (belief+ 1. 0) (belief- 0.0)
assert ! expresion &optional (belief+ 1. 0) .(belief- 0. 0)
initial-assertion asertion-form

The structural evaluation score is computed in two phases. First, each match hypothesis is

assigned some local degree of evidence, independently of what Gmaps it belongs to. Second, the
score for each Gmap is computed based on the evidence for its match hypotheses. The management
of evidence rules is performed by the Belief Maintenance System (BMS) [3). A BMS is a form of
Truth-Maintenance system, extended to handle numerical weights for evidence and degree of belief

(see [3] for a description of what the weights mean). Pattern-directed rules are provided that trigger
on certain events in the knowledge base.
The following is a simple rule for giving evidence to match hypotheses between expressions that
have the same predicate:
(initial-assertion (assert! 'same-functor))
(rule ((:intern (MR Th ?t) :test (and (expression? Tb) (expression? ?t)

(eq (expression-functor 7b)
(expression-functor ?t)))))

(if (function? (expression-functor ?b))
(rassert . (implies same-functor (MR ?b ?t) (0.2
(rasserti (implies same-functor (MR ?b ?t) (0.5

.
.

0.0)))
0.0)))))

There are two things to notice here in addition to the evidence rule. First, the proposition
same-functor was asserted to be true (a belief of 1.0) and then used as the antecedent for the
implication of evidence. In this way, the source of this particular piece of evidence is identified and is available for inspection. Second, the assertion of sane-functor was placed inside the
initial-assertion form. Since SM caches the current rule file, it must be told if there are any
functions embedded in the rule file that must be invoked each time SME is initialized.

'
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[Function]

Nested triggers within an evidence rule may be used to locate interdependencies between different match hypotheses. For example, structure-mapping's systematicity principle is implemented
a local fashion by propagating evidence from a match hypothesis to its children:3

3in
U

(rule ((:intern (MB TDI ?%I) :test (and (expression? ?bl) (expression? ?tl)
(not (commutative? (expression-functor
(:intern (HE ?b2 ?t2) :test (children-at? ?b2 ?t2 b1 ?tl)))
(rasserti (implies (NH bl ?ti) (MB Tb2 ?t2) (0.8 . 0.0))))

bl)))))

Evidence for a Gmap is given by:
(rule ((:intern (GAP ?gm) :var ?the-group))
(dolist (ih (gm-elements ?gm))
(assert! '(implies ,(mh-fo armh) ,?the-group))))
The BMS allows a set of nodes to be declared special and will treat evidence to these nodes
differently. An additive-nodes function is provided which takes a set of BMS nodes and modifies
them so that their evidence is added rather than normalized using Dempster's rule. SME automat-

I

ically invokes additive-nodes on the derived set of Gmaps once they are created. Thus, when
the above Gmap rule is executed and the implies statement is used to supply evidence from each
match hypothesis to the Gmap, that evidence is simply automatically added to the total Gmap
evidence rather than propagated using Dempster's probabilistic sum.
The following destructive rule is often used instead of the previous one to give a significant
speed up:
(rule ((:intern (OMAP ?gm) :var ?the-group))
(setf (node-belief + (Wi-bms-node ?gm)) 0)
(dolist (ih (p-elements ?gm))
(inct (node-belief+ (gm-bas-node ?gm))
(node-belief+ (ah-bins-node h)))))

l"

This rule bypasses the BMS entirely, thus increasing speed by not creating justification links.
It also renders the additive-nodes distinction irrelevant. However, such rules must be used with
extreme caution. For example, the source of a Gmap's evidence cannot be inspected when using
this type of operation (see Section 6.5).
4.2

Making SAM simulate structure-mapping theory

The previous section examined the general structure of an SME rule file. In the process, the basic
elements of the structure-mapping-theoryanalogy rule set were presented. The literal similarity and
mere-appearance rules are essentially the same as the analogy rules. They differ in the first match
constructor rule. The analogy rule set has the test (not (attribute? (expression-functor
7b) ) ) which is absent from the corresponding literal similarity rule. Conversely, the corresponding
mere appearance rule forces the opposite condition (attribute? (expression-functor ?b)).
One should consult Appendix A of [91for listings of all three structure-mapping rule sets.

3file

2A number of functions (e.g., children-of?) are provided to simplify the writing of rules. These appear in the

I

natch-rules-support. lisp.
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Making SME perform as SPROUTER

The SPROUTER program [17 was developed as an approach to the problem of inductively forming
characteristic concept descriptions. That is, given a sequence of events (e.g., a list of pictures),
produce a single, conjunctive description which represents a generalized, characteristic description
of the sequence. SPROUTER generalized a sequence of N descriptions by finding the commonalities
between the first two descriptions, generalizing these common elements (i.e., variablize the literals), and then repeating the process using this generalized description and the next, unprocessed
description. These steps would be repeated until the generalization had propagated through the
entire list of input descriptions.
SME may be used to implement SPROUTER's interference matching technique by giving it a set
of match constructor rules which require all matching predicates to have the same name (i.e., the
iteral similarity rules without the condition that allows functions with different names to match).
The SPROUTER generalization mechanism may then be implemented with the following algorithm:
Procedure SPROUTER (event-list)
begin
generalization :- pop(event-list)
while event-list
pairvise-match :m
aatch(pop(event-list). generalization)
generalization : generalize (pairwise-match)
return generalization
end

4.4

Relaxing the identical predicates constraint

The current structure-mapping theory rules are sensitive to representation by requiring that relational predicates match only if they are identical. This is an important restriction that ensures
the structures being compared are semantically similar. However, it can also be overly restrictive. We are currently exploring different methods to relax the identicality requirement while still
maintaining a strong sense of semantic similarity. One approach, called the minimal ascension
principle, allows relations to match if they share a common ancestor in a multi-root is-a hierarchy
of expression types [7] (i.e., the identicality test in the match constructor rule isreplaced by a
call to predicate-type-intersection?). The local evidence score for their match isinversely
proportional (exponentially) to the relations' distance inthe hierarchy. This enables SME to match
non-identical relations ifsuch a match issupported by the surrounding structure, while still maintaining a strong preference for matching semantically close relations. This is similar to approaches

used in [1,16,24].
Problems with an unconstrained minimal ascension match technique are discussed in [7]. A
mapping approach which considers the current context when determining pairwise similarity is also
discussed.
4.5

Pure isomorphisms

While itisimportant to assure that the structures being compared are semantically similar, one
can inprinciple remove all semantic comparisons. This would allow match creation to be guided
strictly by SME's structural consistency and 1-1 mapping criteria and match selection to be based
strictly on systematicity.
Consider the isomorphic mapping between the formal definitions of numeric addition and set
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Addition
NI + N2 = N2 + N1
N3+(N4 N5) =- (N3 N4)+NS
N6+O = N6

Union
$1 U $2 - S2 U S1
S3 U [S4 U S51 = [53 U 54] U S5
se U 0 S $6

Figure 8: Formal descriptions for addition and union.

E

a

S
I
£

union shown in Figure 8.4 These formal descriptions may be given to SME in the standard manner, as in (plus N13 (plus N4 15)) for the left side of the associativity rule (the representation
(plus N14 15 result4S) also works, although it results in a slightly longer run time due to the
fattening of structure). When presented as formal definitions, the concepts of addition and union
are structurally isomorphic, independent of the meaning of the predicates. Thus, while it could be
argued that the predicates plus and union share a certain degree of semantic overlap, this example
demonstrates that it is possible to make SME ignore predicates entirely and simply look for isomorphic mappings. The rule set for isomorphic mappings is shown in Figure 9. (This is called the
ACME rule set, as it configures SME to emulate the ACME program on this example (18]). The only
constraint this rule set enforces is that each predicate has the same number of arguments. While it
includes the Structure-Mapping notion of systematicity to prefer systems of relations, it does not
enforce identicality of predicates. Using this rule set, SME produces the unique best mapping that
we would expect between the formal definitions of addition and union.
Since SME enforces the "same number of arguments" restriction by defeating any match hypotheses that are not structurally sound, we could in principle effectively remove the rule file entirely.

This could be done with one match constructor rule to match everything with everything and one
evidence rule to measure systematicity. When this free-for-all rules file was given to PM, the same
single best Gmap was produced, but at the expense of increasing the run time from 13 seconds to
3.25 minutes.
4.6

Imposing externally established pairings

SIn certain situations, a number of entity and predicate mappings may already be known prior to

5

invoking SHE. These mappings may have been provided as an analogical hint from an instructor or
derived by the application program during earlier processing. For example, PHINEAS [4,5] uses SME
to analogically relate observed physial phenomena to known theories of the world. PHINEAS uses
two analogical mappings to learn about a new physical process. First, behavioral correspondences
are established (i.e., what entities and quantities are behaving in the same manner). Second,
the relevant base theories are analogically mapped into the new domain, guided by the behavioral
correspondences. The two-stage mapping process solves the problem of using analogy in cases where
one does not have a pre-existing theory, as occurs with truely novel learning. The assumption made
in PHINEAS is that similar behaviors will have similar theoretical explanations. The first mapping
provides the correspondences between entities and functions required to guide the importation of
an old theory to explain a new domain in the second mapping.
5)1 includes facilities to simplify writing PHINEAS-like programs, by enabling the results of
earlier processing to constrain subsequent mapping tasks. These.routines are divided into two
4'Ths example Is taken from an advance copy of a paper by Holyoak and Thagard 1181. I include it here simply
to demonstrate the range of matching preferences available in 5)5

I
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(MHC-rule (:filter ?b ?t :test (- (numargs (expression-functor ?b))
(numarge (expression-functor ?t))))
(install-MH ?b ?t))

;,; Intern rule to match entities (non-commutative predicates)
(MHC-rule (:intern ?b ?t :test (and (expression? ?b) (expression? ?t)))

(do ((bchildxen (expression-arguments ?b) (cdx bchildren))
(tchildren (expression-arguments ?t) (cdx tchildren)))
((or (null bchildren) (null tchildren)))
(if (and (entity? (first bchildren)) (entity? (first tchildren)))
(install-ME (first bchildren) (first tchildren)))))
;;"Give a uniform initial priming to each MH
(initial-assertion (assert! 'initial-priming))
(rule ((:intern (ME 7b ?t)))
(rassert! (implies initial-priming (ME ?b ?t) (0.2 . 0.0))))

;;;propagateinterconnections - systematicity
(rule ((:intern (ME ?bI ?tl) :test (and (expression? ?bl) (expression? ?ti)))
(:intern (ME ?b2 ?t2) :test (children-of? ?b2 ?t2 ?bl ?tl)))
(rassert! (implies (ME ?bI ?ti) (MH ?b2 ?t2) (0.8 . 0.0))))

;;; Support from its M'S
(rule ((:intern (MAP ?gm) :var ?the-group))
(dolist (mh (gm-elements ?gm))
(assert! "(implies , (mh-form mh) ,?the-group))))

Figure 9: Rule set for forming general isomorphic mappings.

categories, declaration and test. The declaration routines tell SME what predicate and entity correspondences are known a-priori.The test routines enable the match constructor rules to adhere to
these imposed constraints. Known mappings are declared through the following functions:
defGiven-Mappings
entities
((base-entity target-entity1 )
(base-entityi target-entityi ) ... )
predicates (( base-predicate target-predicatel)
(base-predicatei target-predicate,) ...

declare-given-mappings entities predicates
clear-given-mappings

(Macro]

)

(Function]
(Functioni

Both defGiven-Mappings and declare-given-mappings have identical functionality. The first
does not evaluate its arguments while the second one does. Disjunctive constraints may be imposed
by including all of the possible pairings (e.g., defining both (base-entity, target-entity,) and (baseentityi target-entityk)).
Once a set of given mappings has been declared, the following test routines may be used within
the match constructor rules to enforce these mappings:

I
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base-item target-item

[Function

[Function

paired-item? kkey base-item target-item

sanctioned-pairing? tests if the given pair is one of the a-priorpairings, paired-item? takes
either a base item or a target item and returns true if the mapping for that item has been externally
determined.
These functions help in writing rules which respect established mappings. For example, the
following two rules are used in the PEINEAS system to allow observed behavioral correspondences
to constrain the mapping of the relevant theory:
(MHC-rule (:filter ?b ?t :teut (and (eq (expresion-functor 7b) (expression-functor ?t))

(not (paired-item? :base-item (expression-functor ?b)))
(not (paired-item? :target-item (expression-functor ?t)))))
(install-MH ?b ?t))
(MHC-rule (:filter ?b ?t :test (sanctioned-pairing? (expreesion-functor ?b)

5

(expreshion-functor ?t)))

(install-ME 7b ?t))
When an analogy is being made between two behaviors, clear-given-mappings is used to
make SME perform in normal analogy mode. The discovered entity and function correspondences
are then given to declare-given-mappings prior to using SME to map the relevant theory.

35
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Representation Issues
The proper representation becomes an issue in SME due to its significant impact on speed performance. Hierarchical representations provide an important source of constraint on generating
potential matches. They tend to make the semantic interrelations explicit in the structure of the
syntax. For example, Section 4.5 described a comparison between the laws of addition and union.
There it was noted that part of the additive associativity rule may be represented as (plus N3
(plus N4 N) or as the pair (plus N4 N5 result45) and (plus N3 result45 result3-45).
The latter "flat" representation takes more time for SME to process, sometimes a significant difference for large domain descriptions. This is because the functional representation makes the
associativity rule structurally explicit, while the fiat representation buries it among the tokens appearing as arguments to plus. However, it is important to note that SME is able to process domain
descriptions in any predicate-based format. It is simply speed considerations that render standard,
flat forms of representation undesirable.
Due to SME's ability to accept commutative, n-ary predicates, it is able to match arbitrary sets
(which must be of equal size at this time). This has two consequences. First, the explicit use of
sets becomes a viable form of representation. Thus, a theory might be represented concisely as

(Theory Ti (SET axiom-8 axiom-14 ...
))
rather than as (Axiom-of Ti axiom-8), etc. Second, sets may be used to add structure to descriptions. For example, the set representation for theories results in greatly reduced run times compared
to the non-set representation. 5 I am currently investigating the use of a similar representation for
temporal states, as in:

U

$The difference in speed is due to the operation of merge step 2, which combines matches sharing a common base
structure. The set notation for theory Ti enables merge step 2 to know that matches for axloa-s and axioa-14
should be placed in the same gmap, thus reducing the number of possibilities in merge step 3.

20
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(Situation Si (SET (Increasing (Amount-of wateri))
(Increasing (Pressure wateri))
oo o ))

A PHINEAS problem which took SME 53 minutes (using (Increasing (Amount-of (at waterl
S1)))) was reduced to 34 seconds using this more structured representation.

6

Using SME

This section describes how to install SME on your machine, load it, and operate it.

6.1

Installing SME

*sae-language-file*
*sme-defau t-rules*
*sae-rules-pathname*
*sme-dgroup-pathname*

[Variable]
[Variable]
[Variable]
[Variable]

To configure SHE to a particular site, a handful of variables storing system directory information
must be edited and set to the appropriate values. These variables appear in conlig. lisp, a separate
file for this purpose. Of primary importance are *sme-language-file* and *sme-default-rules*.
These are used by sme-init to initialize the language and rule systems. The two variables storing
the rules and dgroup pathnames are used by the user interface routines.
*the-lisp-package*
*sthe-user-package*

[Variable]
[Viriable]

In most Common Lisp implementations, one package exists for general user definitions and another exists for the lisp implementation. It is important to notify SME what these are for the Common Lisp in use. For example, on a Symbolics (version 6.2), the lisp package is called common-lisp
and the user package is calied cl-user. These are the default settings.
*ea.- systen-pathname*
*she-files*

[Variable]
[Variable]

These variables are used to automate compiling and loading. If the system is being loaded on
something other than a Symbolics or TI Explorer, the file windowing should not be included in the
list .sae-files*. Otherwise, it should be left in the list of SUE files, which is the default.
The SNE routines assume a set of naming conventions on domain description and rule files.
The names of files containing domain descriptions (defDescription) should end with a *. dgroup
extension. The name of a file containing a rule set should end with the *. rules extension.
6.2

Running SME

sne-init koptional (initialize-language? T) (initialize-rules? T)

[Function]

This section gives a brief overview of the process of using SME for matching, generalization, and
inspection tasks.
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(sme:smetntt)

Initializing SHE...
Loading default language file: prof :>falken>sAe>language
Loading default rules file: prof: >falken>sme>iteral-similarity .bin
Complet@.
T

> (load *prof:> falken> @me> simple-wate--flaw.dgroupM )
Loading PROF: > alken>sme>sixple-,Lter-flow. dgroup into package USER
#POPROF: >falkeasae>siale-w er-flow. dgroup
NIL
> (load prof:> falken> sme> uimple-heat-flaw.dgroup0)
Loading PROF: >falkex>sum>simple-hea*t-flow. dgroup into package USER
#P=PROF : >faJlken e>smaoimple-heat-flow. dgroup"

NIL

> (sme.-match 'swater-flow 'sheat-flow T)
SME4
Version 2E
Analogical Match from SWATER-FLOW to SHEAT-FLOW.

5

Rule File: literal-sixilarity.rules
1 # Entities I # Expr. i Mximum order I Average order I
Base Statisticsl
4
I
11 I
3
I
1.36
1
Taret Statistics I
4
I
6 I
2
I
1.17
1

I

S sI

Gnaps

14

Merge Step 3

3

Total Run Time:
BMS Run Time:

Beat Gnaps:

0 Minutes,
0 Minutes.

0

0.0000)

g

1:

Emaps:

OFF

0.821 Seconds
0.630 Seconds

(PIPE4 BAA7)

(FLAT-WATER FLAT-COFFEE)

;a number of match hylpotheses appeared here

(0.8645 0.0000)
p

ACTIVE

3

(0.7900
(0.79)00

Show Best Only I

ACTIVE

Match Hypotheses:
(0.6320 0.0000)
o

CI Generation

0.0000)

(BEAKER2

(VATEI COFFEES)

(LIQUID-WATER LIQUID-COFFEE)
COFFEE)

(DIM-BEAK

TEMP-COFFEE)

(VIALS ICE-CUBES)

(DIAM-VIAL TEDP-ICE-CUBE) (>DIAMETU >TMP)
(BEUME
COFEE) (VLJ ICE-CUBE6)

Candidate Inference8 :

3

o o
Gmap ft:

;Gmap #9 appeared here...

(>PRESSURE >TEMP)
(BEAKER2 COFFEES)

(PRESS-VIAL TEP-ICE-CUBE) (PRESS-BEAKER TD(P-COFFEE)
(VIAL3 ICE-CUBES) (WATERI HEATS)

(PIPE4 BAR7) (WTLOW HFLOW)
Eaps: (BEAKER2 COFFEES) (VIAL3 ICE-CUBES) (WATERI HEATS) (PIPE4 BAR7)
Weight: 5,991660

Candidate Inferences:

3

(CAUSE >TD4P EFLay)

Figure 10: Initializing and running SME.
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1. Loading the files. To load or compile SME, the file config should be loaded and then
(load-sae) or (compile-sine) called. A def System definition is provided in system. lisp
for Symbolics machines.
2. System startup. This stage is only appropriate for full, lisp machine startup. The SME window
environment may be created with Select-S on a Symbolics or System-S on a TI Explorer.
3. Initialization.The function sme-mnit should be called to initialize the database. If initializelanguagef is non-nil, the default language file (predicate definitions) will be loaded. If
initialize-rulesf is non-nil, the default rules file will be loaded. Prior to operating SME,
the language and rule systems must be established.
4. Loading Dgroups. Any description groups that are to be matched must be declared. These
declarations are typically stored in files, with the extension *.dgroup. If the windowing system is active, the command Load Dgroup will offer a menu of all *. dgroup files in
*sme-dgroup-pathname* to select what to load.
5. Analogical mapping. The function match may be called to form a mapping between two given
Dgroups. This is discussed in Section 7.2.3. If the windowing system is active, the command
Match will offer a menu to select base and target Dgroups. It is prior to this step that one
might want to think about wether to modify any system parameters (e.g., print the match
hypotheses, print only the best Gmaps, generate candidate inferences, etc.).
6. DescribingDgroups. Once Dgroups are defined, the describe-dgroup facility will provide a
description of any particular Dgroup.
7. Graphically displaying Dgroups. If the windowing system is active, Dgroups may also be
displayed graphically, through the Display Dgroup utility.
8. Generalizing. Once a mapping is formed, it may be generalized using the generalize function
or the Generalize command in the system menu.
9. Saving the results of a session. If the windowing system is active, the results of commands
like Match and Generalize are sent to the scroll window by default. These results may be
written to a file using the dump-scroll system utility.
10. Comparing two apparently identical Gmaps. When two Gmaps are formed that appear to be
identical, their differences can be identified using the compare-guaps system utility.
A trace of SME performing the basic mapping task is given in Figure 10. Each of the other options
are described in greater detail in the following sections.
6.3

Batch mode

run-batch-file pathname kkey (gmap-display :all) (gmap-statistics :none)
language-file pathname
dgroup-directory pathname
dgroup-file file-name
rule-directory pathname
rule-file file-name
rule-sets krest rule-file-names

[Function]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
(Macro]
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C(-mo:Dgroup-Directory =prof :>falken>ae>N)
(sae :Dgroup-File "olar-system")
(ase :Dgroup-File Orutherford6)
Cam. :Dgroup-Fle usimple-water-flow')
(.se :Dgroup-FMle Oaiple-hoet-flov)

S(same: Rule-Directory

8proT:>faLlken)am)

(ame:Rule-Sets "literal-simlaritr uftue-anmlog7

Oattribuo-only*)

; iterate over each rule set

(se:Report -Comments *Sample run of SHE to deonstrate batch ode.8)
(amo :Smnd-Report-To 8heath: >f

kaslnsample .dmpO :text-driver :LATEX)

(sae:lRun-atcher-On solar-system rutherford-atom)

; map thi pair once for each rule set

(se:lRi=-Ltcher-On awter-flow sheat-flow)

; map thi pair once for each ride set

5

Figure 11: Sample SME batch file.

report -comments string
send-report-to pathname kkey (text-driver :LPR) (style :STANDARD)
run-matcher-on base-name target-name
detPostMatcher function

[Macro]
[Macrol
[Macroj
[Macro)

SHE is normally used as an interactive utility or as a module to some larger program. However,
when performing statistical analyses across a broad space of matching preferences (i.e., rule sets)
and domain descriptions, an interactive format soon becomes inconvenient. Utilities are provided
so that a file of SME instructions may be defined and then executed using run-batch-f ile (e.g.,
Figure 11). This would instruct SME to perform a series of matches, potentially over a variety of
rule sets and domain descriptions, and generate a detailed report of the execution and a summary
of the results. When a single rule set is specified using rule-file, all subsequent matches (invoked
by run-matcher-on) will use this rule file until another one is specified. Using rule-sets, one
may instead specify a series of rule files to be used, so that a single run-matcher-on command
will cause SHE to run once for each rule file in the list. If a user-defined function name is given to
defPostatcher, this function will be called after each match is performed, in case special postmatch routines are desired or extra information is to be added to the report being generated. A
variety of text drivers are supported for report generation (send-report-to), such as : lpr (line
printer), :latex, and : troff.
6.4

Generalization mechanism

generalize gmap

[Function]

The generalize function takes a global mapping structure and returns three alternate generalizations (using the Common-Lisp values protocol), each one successively larger than the previous:

1. Literally common aspect8 only. This generalization locates those sub-structures which are
identical in both base and target Dgroups. This is a type of generalization typically found in
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Generalizations for Match from SWATER-FLOW to SHEAT-FLOW:
Generalization #1 (Literally Common Aspects Only):

(FLOW ENTITY6 ENTITY8 ENTITY13 ENTITY14)
Generalization #2 (All Common Aspects Only):
(FLOW ENTITY6 ENTITY8 ENTITY13 ENTITY14)
(GREATER (FUNCTIONO ENTITY6) (FUNCTIONO ENTITYS))
Generalization #3 (Maximal Generalization):
(CAUSE (GREATER (FUNCTIONO ENTITY6) (FUNCTIONO ENTITY8))
(FLOW ENTITY6 ENTITYS ENTITYI3 ENTITY14))
Figure 12: SME generalizations for the simple water flow - heat flow analogy.

inductive generalization programs.
2. All common aspects only. In addition to common, identical substructures, this generalization
includes cases where functions of a different name were allowed to match. Where this occurs
in the common structure, a skolemized function predicate is created.
3. Maxima generalization. The largest generalization (in terms of amount) includes all candidate
inferences sanctioned by the Gmap, as well as the common substructure of generalization
mode 2. This represents the entire shared structure between the two Dgroups under the
assumption that the candidate inferences are valid.
For example, given the best Gmap from the simple water flow - heat flow analogy described in
Section 2.1 and shown in Figure 7, SME will produce the set of generalizations shown in Figure 12.
The first generalization indicates that the only thing in common between the two situations is the
existence of flow. The second generalization loosens the meaning of 'in common" to include the
fact that a quantity associated with the source of flow was greater than the same quantity measured
for the destination. The final generalization assumes that this inequality, which was the cause of
flow in the water flow domain, is actually the cause of flow for both situations.
6.5

Inspecting AM

and Gmap evidence

match-evidence-inspector

(Function]

When developing a theory about what types of rules should be used and how much evidence for
a particular match they should provide, it is often useful to explicitly see what the different sources
of evidence were for a particular match item. The system utility match-evidence-inspector may
be used to display a trace of the entire evidence facility or just the evidence for a particular match
hypothesis or Gmap. For example, the following information was printed out about the pressure
to temperature match hypothesis in the water flow - heat flow analogy:
(MH F#PRESS-BEAKER F#TEMP-COFFEE) has evidence (0.7120, 0.0000) due to

IXPLICATION((MH F#OPRESSURE F#OTEMP)) (0.5200, 0.0000)
IMPLICATION (CHILDREN-POTENTIAL)
(0.4000. 0.0000)
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While the following information appears for the best Gmap in this analogy:
(GMAP #GM3) has evidence (5.9917, 0.0000) due to
IMPLICATION((MB F#VFLOW F#UFLOV)) (0.7900, 0.0000)
(0.6320, 0.0000)
IOPLICATION((M I#PIPE20 I#BAR23))
IMPLICATION((41 I#ATERi7 I#HEAT24)) (0.6320, 0.0000)
IMPLICATION((M I#VIAL19 I#ICE-CUUB22)) (0.9318, 0.0000)
INPLICATION((M IBEAKER18 I#COFFEE21)) (0.9318. 0.0000)
(0.7120, 0.0000)
IMPLICATION (0M4 F#PRESS-BEACER F#TEMP-COFFEE))
(0.7120, 0.0000)
IMPLICATION (MH F#PRESS-VIAL F#TEXP-ICE-CUBE))
IMPLICATION ((M( F#>PRESSURE F#>TEMP)) (0.6500, 0.0000)
The inspection facility will not work for Gmaps if their scores were produced by an external (to
the BMS), destructive operation. One such destructive rule appeared at the end of Section 4.1.3.

I

6.6

Windows

dump- scroll-menu

[Function]

dump-scroll output-patname
clear-scroll
select-windowing- con iguration
select-scroll
select-double-scroll
select-graphics
select -large- graphic s

[Function]
[Function]
[Funtion]

select-split
*sme-frame*
-pane*
s
*graphic
*scroll-pane*
*spazre-scroll-pane*
*lisp-pane*

[Function]
[Variable]
Variable]
Variable]
[Variable]

[Function]
[Function]
[Function]
[Function]

[Variable]

The windowing system is lisp machine dependent and appears in the file windowing, lisp.
The loading of this file is optional. When the windowing system is used, a number of window
are possible, such as having a single scroll window, two side by side, a single graphics
window, or a scroll and graphics window side by side. These configurations may be selected
through their individual functions (e.g., select-scroll), or through the central configuration
select-scroll-graphics. By default, when the windowing system is active, all SHE output
is sent to the primary scroll pane. When both scroll windows are in use, the configuration facility
allows one to specify which scroll window is currently active. The two scroll dumping routines
write the contents of the primary scroll window to a specified file. Output sent to the secondary
(scratchpad) scroll pane is for observation only and cannot be written to a file.

3configurations

3facility
36.7

System parameters

*sae-parameters*
*parameter-menu-options*
defSME-Parameter variable-name string-descriptiontype koptional type-choices

I

[Variable]
[Variable]
[Macro]

The defSME-Paraeter form adds a new variable to the list of known SHE parameters. This
list is used by the windowing interface routines to query the user about possible parameter settings. It is provided primarily for application programs wanting to use the standard SHE parameter
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WRHN hhich GMas to display: AN meps lest Gmaps No Gmaps
PRINT)
PRINT)
PRINT)
Require

Display the
Display the
Display all
one-to-one

Gns statistica table?: Am asps selt aeeps N
Dgroup statistics table?: Ye No
the Match Hypotheses?: Yes No
co-rtspondenes?: Ya No

mq
las

Allow. structural coneistancy exceptions for relational groups?, Yes Ms
Generate Candidate Inferences ?: Ye No
Run Gnap Merge Stop 3?: Yes No
eB"
Flags Yes No
Indicate All Changes to the Knouledge Bases YesN
Default SME Language Definitions File: *prof:)flken>sns lng~*
Default SE Doroup Patkhnmae 'profs)falkn),ene)"
Default SHE Rules Patwnsaez 'Prof:)felken)-asm)I
Eit 0

Figure 13: SME System Parameters.

setting facility. TL arguments to delSME-Pauraeter correspond to the appropriate definitions
for the choose-variable-values function of your particular machine. For example, the following
declaration appears in match. lisp:
(deSM-Parameter *display-all-MH* "Display all the Match Hypotheses" :boolean)

change-parms

[Function]

The windowing system provides a menu facility for viewing and changing the current values of
system parameters. This menu is shown in Figure 13.
6.8

System utilities

*system-utilities-menu*
defSME-Utility string-name l[p-form
menu-utilities

get-dgroup
get-rules

Variable]
V

[Macro]
(Function]
[Function]
[Function]

The SME system utilities are the options that appear when the Utilities command is evoked,
the right mouse button is pressed, or the function menu-utilities is called. These utilities include
changing the system parameters, choosing to load a Dgroup or rule file from those in the defined
directories, and clearing or writting to file the contents of the scroll window. These routines are
lisp machine dependent. The following declaration appears in match. lisp:
(defiSN-Utility "Inspect Evidence" (match-evidence-inspector))

7

User Hooks

This section describes the global variables and routines that are available to the user and application
programs for the creation and inspection of analogical mappings.
7.1

Applications control over display

* sie-output- stream*

*vindoving?*
*sme-graphic s-output*

[ Variable]
[ Variale]
[ Variable]

U
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All SME textual display routines send their output to *sme-output-stream*. By default, the
value of this variable is T, which causes output to be sent to *terminal-io*, CommonLisp's default
pointer to the user's console. When *s3e-output-stream* is a scroll window (determined by the
presence of an :append-item handler), the appropriate scroll window routines for sending display
items are invoked. Otherwise, text is sent to the current output stream using format. Text routines
are machine independent.
In a similar manner, all SME graphics output is sent to the current * sae-graphics -output*
window. Graphics output is lisp machine dependent and relies on the ZRAPH graphics system.
When the SME windowing system is in operation, *se-output-stream* is set to the primary SHE scroll pane (*scroll-pane*), *sue-graphics-output, is set to the SME graphics pane
(*graphics-pane*), and windowing? is set to T.
sue-f ormat format-string &rest format-args
sue-print string

[Macro]
[Function]

sme-terpri koptional (N i)

[Function]

These routines provide a general interface for sending textual output to the current SME output
stream. sue-format is equivalent to CommonLisp's format routine, except that the printed output
is always followed by a newline. The sue-print routine is provided for simple situations where
only a string is printed or for situations requiring the standard use of format, as in building up
a line of text through multiple invocations. The printed output of sue-print is followed by a
newline. When the routine is used for multiple calls of format, it should be used in conjunction
with CommonLisp's with-output-to-string, as in:
(sme-print
(with-output-to-string (stream)
(format stream "Beginnin
of a line... ')
(format stream "
middle of a line...")
(format stream "
end of a line.")))

When a whole set of operations are carried out within the context of a single sue-print, one
must be careful not nest calls to ae-print (e.g., calling a function in the cnntext of an sme-print
which itself invokes sme-print). Such nesting will cause output to appear backwards from what
was intended and may cause the output stream to close improperly.
7.2

Useful miscellaneous functions

Data exists within SME in three forms: (1) local items such as entities, predicates, and expressions,
(2) description groups (Dgroups), and (3) analogical mapping information. The routines to create
and query these items are described in the following sections.
7.2.1 Entities, predicates, and expressions
entity? item

[Function

entity-type? item

[Function]

entity-name? symbol

3

U

f etch-entity-def iuition symbol
entity-doain symbol
s
ymbol
c~onstant;-entity? smo

[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro)
[Macro]
Mco
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Entities declared through def Entity represent global entity types, that is, they represent a class
of entities rather than an actual instance of an entity. When an entity type is used in the definition
of a description group, a unique entity instance is created for that type (e.g., beaker is translated
to beaker73). Thus, a given entity token will represent either a type or an instance. The structure
predicate entity? returns true if the given item is an entity-instance structure, while entity-type?
returns true if the item is an entity-type structure. The macro entity-name? returns true if
the given symbol represents either an entity type or instance. fetch-entity-definition will
return the entity-type structure for an entity type token or the entity-instance structure for an
entity instance token. The routines entity-domain and constant-entity? refer to the type and
constant? keyword values given to defEntity when the corresponding entity type was created.
*sme-predicates*
f etch-predic ate-def inition predicate-saymbol
predicate? symbol
predicate-type predicate-symbol
relation? predicate-symbol
attribute? predicate.symbol
function? predicate-symbol
commutative? predicate-symbol
n-ary? predicate-symbol
arg-list predicate-symbol
numargs predicate-aymbol
expression-type predicate-aym6ol
eval-form predicate-aymbol

[Variable]
[Macro]
(Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
(Macro]
(Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro]
[Macro
[Macro]

These routines provide the facility to access the various predicate properties defined with the
defPredicate form. fetch-predicate-definition returns the actual sme-predicate structure
containing all the information about a given predicate.
fetch-expression expression-name dgroup koptional (error-if-absent? T)
expression-functor expression-structure
fully-expand-expression expression-structuredgroup
fully-expand-expression-form expresion-form dgroup

[Function]
[Function]
[Function]
[Function]

An "expression" represents an actual predicate instance within a Dgroup. Notice that this
includes terms corresponding to function applications as expressions. Each use of a predicate gets
its own expression with its own name, so that a higher-order relation gets translated into several
expressions, with some having expressions as arguments. These routines allow one to retrieve and
inspect expressions in the database. fetch-expression returns the expression structure with the
given name.
The routines fully-expand-expression and fully-expand-expression-form are useful for
examining the form of an expression. Typically, the expression (greater-than (diameter beaker)
5) is stored as the expression greater-than23, which has the form (greater-than diameter24
5). These routines return a fully expanded expression form, where all expression names are replaced
by their corresponding forms.

I
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7.2.2

Dgroups

fetch-dgroup dgroup-name koptional createF
return-dgroup dgroup-or-dgroup-name

I
5
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[Function]

[Function]

Description groups (Dgroups) are stored in a simple data base managed primarily by routines in
sue. lisp. The general procedures for Dgroup and expression creation were described in sections 3.3
and 3.4. A Dgroup may be retrieved by name using fetch-dgroup, or created if create? is non-nil
and no Dgroup with the given name currently exists. return-dgroup is designed for routines that
may take either an actual Dgroup or simply a Dgroup name (e.g., fetch-expression). It will
cause an error if the Dgroup does not previously exist.
describe-dgroup dgroup
menu-display-dgroup

[Function]
[Function]
(Function]

menu-display-pairs
A Dgroup may be textually described using describe-Dgroup, which writes to the SME output

stream. Graphical display is provided in the windowing system by menu-display-dgroup for a
single Dgroup or menu-display-pairs for a display of two Dgroups side by side.

U

7.2.3

Creating and inspecting global matches

match base-name target-name koptional display?
best-guaps koptional (gmaps *gmaps*) (percentage-range 0.02)
display.match base target koptional (total-run-time 0) (bins-run-time 0)

[Function]
[Function]
[Function]

The match function is the central SME procedure. Given the names of two Dgroups, it forms the
complete set of global mappings between them. If displayf is non-nil, a description of the results
will be sent to the current SIE output stream. The function itself returns two values, the total run
time of the match process in seconds and the subset of that time spent running the BMS evidence
rules. The analogical mapping results are stored in the following global variables, which are then
accessible by the user or application program.

I

*base*
*target*
*match-hypotheses*
*gmaps*

[ Variable]
[ Variable]
[ Variable]
[ Variable]

The Gmap(s) with the highest evaluation score are retrieved by best-gaps, which returns all
Gmaps having a score within a given percentage (default is 2%) of the highest score. best-gaps

5

U

returns two values: the list of best Gmaps and the actual real-valued highest score.
compare-gpaps gmapl gmapR koptional display?

[Function]

Occasionally, SME will produce two or more "best" Gmaps that appear to be identical yet have
been classified as distinct. When these Gmaps are large, the 'here's the set of match hypotheses"
output format can make it frustrating to find what the slight differences are between a pair of
Gmaps. When given two Gmap structures, compare-gaps will return (using values) the list of
the match hypotheses that are uniquely part of the first Gmap and a list of match hypotheses that
are uniquely part of the second Gmap (i.e., (gmapl - gmapR) and (gmap2 - gmapl)). When the
windowing system is active, this option is available through the system utilities menu.
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Algorithm Internals

This section quickly describes a few internal points of the program in case one has specialized needs
for interfacing to the code. It assumes knowledge of CommonLisp and the realization that for many
questions, the only feasible answer must be to examine the SME program.
8.1

The Match Function

create-match-hypotheses base-dgroup target-dgroup
run-rules
calculate-nogoods base-dgroup target-dgroup
generate-gmaps
gather-inferences base-dgroup target-dgroup
intern-gmaps

[Function]
[Function]
[Function]
[Function]
[Function
[Function

The function match is primarily a sequence of calls to these functions. create-match-hypotheses
runs the match constructor rules to form the individual match hypotheses. The BMS evidence rules
are then run on these match hypotheses (run-rules) and their dependence and inconsistency relationships are determined (calculate-nogoods). The function generate-gmaps executes the three
merge steps, resulting in the set of complete global mappings being placed in the variable *gmaps*.
The candidate inferences each Gmap sanctions is then calculated (gather-inferences) and additive BMS nodes for each Gmap are formed (intern-gmaps), allowing the evidence rules to run on

each Gmap.

8.2

Match Hypotheses

match-hypothesis
nh-f arm match-hypothesis
nh-base-item match-hypothesis
nh-target-item match-hypotheris
nh-bms-node match-hypothesis
node-belief+ bins-node
nh-plist match-hypothesis

*natch-hypotheses*

[Defstruct]
[Subst]
[Subst]

[Subst]
[Subst]
[Subat]
[Subat]

[Variable]

Most programs using SHE will need to interact with the match hypothesis structures. Slots to
this structure type use the ah- prefix. There are several slots that might be important. The MH
form, which is a list of (MR <base-item> <target-item>),isfound using h-form. This is the form
used for triggering the ME evidence rules, and is asserted in the BMS for each match hypothesis.
The base and target items are expression or entity structures. The base item or target item may be
obtained directly using mh-base-Item and nh-target-item, respectively. The BMS node for each
match hypothesis is found by nh-bas-node. In turn, the weight for that node may be obtained
using node-belief+. Finally, each match hypothesis structure has a property list slot (mh-plist)
which may be useful for various purposes.

8.3

Global Mappings

global-mapping
gm-id global-mapping

[Defstruct]
[Subst]
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gm-elements global-mapping
gm-emaps global-mapping
gm-base global-mapping
gm-target global-mapping
gm-inferences global-mapping
gm-bus-node global.mapping
ga-plist global-mapping
*gmaps*

31
[Subst]
[Subst]
[Subst
[Subst]
[Subst]
[Subut]
[Subat]
[Variable]

Each Gmap is stored as a global-mapping structure. Slots to this structure type use the gmprefix. Each Gmap is assigned a unique integer identifier, found through gm-id. The Gmap form
used by the BMS is not explicitly available, but is asserted as (Gaap <gmap-atructure>). The
match hypotheses associated with a Gmap are stored in gm-elements, while the subset of these
that are entity mappings is stored in gm-emaps. The candidate inferences sanctioned by the Gmap
appear in gm-inferences and are stored as a simple list data type, using the syntax defined in
Section 3.3 for description group expressions.

18.4

Candidate Inference Generation

The original candidate inference generator, as described in [8], will take any base structure "intersecting the Gmap structure'. The newer (V. 2) edition only takes base structure "intersecting a
Gmap root". Thus, the newer edition is more cautious and far more efficient than the older edition.
Both versions of the code are available (in match. lisp), with the default being the newer, more
cautious versior. There are theoretical arguments for and against each approach. For example, one
might want to use only the inferences from the newer, more cautious approach at first since they
are supported by more target knowledge and thus more likely valid. If an analogy proves fruitful,
one may want to relax these constraints, and use the older version to find out what additional
inferences might be made.

1

8.5

Rule System

tre-rules-file
tre-save-rales
tre-init
restore -rles

Srun-rules

*tre-rules-saver*
*initial-assertions*

3

[Function]
[Function]
[Function]
[Function]

[Function]
[Variable]
[Variable]

When a new rules file is loaded, the sie-rules-file command at the top of the file initializes
the BMS rule system prior to loading the new set of rules. At the bottom of the rules file, the
fresh, just-loaded set of rules are saved in the global variable *tre-rules-saver* by the command
tre-save-rules. This variable saves the status of the rule counters and the list of initial rules. A
similar variable, *initial-assertions*, is used to store all assertions appearing in the rules file.
When the BMS is run, new rules may be created and added to the known set of rules. As a result,
each time match is invoked, the BMS is reinitialized to its status just after loading the rule file,
that is, it is restored to the status indicated in *tre-rules-saver*.
This facility may be used by application programs to save different rule sets in memory and
swap them as needed, without having to load rule files each time. For example, suppose SME is
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invoked, which will cause it to run the current rule set for Gmap scoring. If a second scoring
criterion is then desired, a second set of rules may be invoked using code of the form:
;save the prevuious rule set
(lot ((save-rules sme:*tre-rules-saver*)
(save-assertions sme:*initial-assertions*))
(setq sme:*tre-rules-saver* *my-other-ules-set-rules*)
(setq se: *initial-assertions* *.y-other-rules-set-assertious)

initialize with new rules
(sme: tre-init)
,rn the now rule set
(sme:zun-rules)
setore the original rules
(setq sue:*tre-rules-saver* save-rules)
save-assertions))
:*initial-assertions*
(setq sue
This saves SME's normal rule set, runs a different one, and then restores the rule set to its
previous value. In this example, tre-init was used, which fully initializes the BMS. If the desire
is simply to supply additional rules without destroying the current BMS state, restore-rules
should be used in place of tre-init. The variables corresponding to "my-other-rules-set" may be
initialized by a similar program which saves the current rule set, loads the desired "other rule set"
file, sets the "my-other-rules-set" variables from *tre-rules-saver* and *initial-assertions,
and then restores the original rule set.

9

Summary

The SME program has been described from the perspective of how to actually use it. A number of
methods have been presented about how to configure SME to perform a variety of different types
of matches. It is hoped that SME may serve as a general mapping tool for research on analogical
mapping, allowing researchers to focus on the more substantive issue of general theories of analogical
mapping, as opposed to worrying about implementation details. The latter has the unfortunate
effect of producing the repeated scenario in which analogy researcher A goes to analogy researcher
B and says "My program can do X, which yours cannot", followed by researcher B returning a
month later with this simple modification added. By testing different theories within the same
program, we may now compare the more critical "This is a logical consequence of my theory". A
program does not a theory make. It can, however, function as a useful analytical tool.
Of course, not all of the problems of implementing analogical mapping have been solved. Most
critical is redesigning the potentially combinatoric merge step 3, perhaps using either a heuristic
search or connectionist relaxation network as suggested in [9]. Of theoretical relevance is the
appropriateness of the abstract structural approach which SME embodies.

10
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